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Winkler has proved that, if n and m are positive integers with n < m < n2/5 and 
man (mod 2), then there exist positive integers {x,} such that z xi=n and 
x XT = m. Extending work of Erdos, Purdy, and Hensley, we show that the best 
upper limit for m is fl’- 23/2n312 + O(n’“). For k> 2, we show that {C (‘;): 
X,E N, C x,=n} contains (0, 1, . . . . a,,Jn)}, where a,,Jn)= (II){ 1 -k’+‘“n -lik + 
qn-‘!k+LJkl)}, 6 1989 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
In his paper on the mean distance in a tree, Winkler [6] proved the 
following interesting lemma. Let n and m = n + 2j be positive integers, and 
suppose n<rn<Tn. ’ * Then there exist positive integers {xi} such that 
C xi = n and C xf = m, and so C (;1) = j. In this paper, we show that the 
correct upper bound for m is .* - 23’2n3’2 + O(n514). More generally, our 
theorem gives the asymptotic behavior of the largest m so that (0, . . . . m} E 
{C p(x,): C xi=n} for p in a class of polynomials which includes (L) for 
ka2. This sharpens results of ErdCis [2], ErdBs and Purdy [3], and 
Hensley [4]. 
The preceding suggests a generalization of Waring’s problem. For 
positive integers k and m, let s = Sk(m) be the minimal cardinality of a set 
of integers (xi > for which m = C xf . Waring’s problem is the study of the 
functions g(k) = sup Sk(m) and G(k) = limsup Sk(m). One may replace tk by 
a polynomial p(t) which maps N to N and takes the value 1 (see [ 1, 
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Sect. 61.) One may also replace the counting function by a non-decreasing 






In Waring’s problem, (p(t), q(t))= (rk, 1); for (p(t), q(t))= (tk, t), see [S]. 
In this paper, we consider (1.1) with q(t) = t, and certain polynomials p. 
Let 9’ denote the set of real polynomials p satisfying the following: 
(i) p: N +N; 
(ii) p(t) = atk+ak-,t k-l + ... +ao, k 2 2, a > 0; 
(iii) p(l)= ... =p(l-l)=O, PW = 1 for some l>, 2; (1.2) 
(iv) PW/~ G ~Wln for positive integers m < n; 
(v) A2p(m)= p(m+2)-2p(m+ l)+p(m)>O for integers m&O. 
The most familiar elements of 9 are &k(t) = (I:‘), with k > 2 and 
- 1 <j < k - 2. Conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) are automatic in this case; (v) 
follows from the identity d’pj,, = pj,k _ 2 and (iv) follows from the identity 
mp/, kfm + 1 ) - fin + 1 ) pj,kcrn) 
=k-‘{(m+ l)(k- 1)-j} pj,k--,(m)>O. (1.3) 
Two other useful conditions hold for all p ~9. By (1.2)(iv), 
mip(m, + m2) 2 (ml -t m2) p(mi) for i= 1,2; it follows upon summing that 
ph + m2) 2 ph) + p(m,). (1.4) 
Note also that dp(m) = p(m + 1) - p(m) is non-decreasing in m by (1.2)(v), 
since A2p(m) = dp(m + 1) - dp(m), and so p(m) L m -I> 0 for m > 1. 






By setting xi = n - I, we obtain a recursive definition: 
n-1 
S,(l) = (Oh S,(n) = u (S,(r) + Pb - r>>, n 3 2. (1.6) 
r=l 
Sincep(l)=O, by taking r=n- 1 in (1.6), we have for n>,2: 
S,(n - 1) E S,(n). (1.7) 
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BY (1.419 C P(xt) G P(C Xi), SO 
S,(n) c (0, 1, ..*, P(4). (1.8) 
Let a,(n) denote the largest integer so that 
{ 0, 1, 2, . . . . Q4> s s,(n). (1.9) 
THEOREM. suppose p E 9 and a,(n) is defined as above. Then, 
(i) a,(n) < ank - crk’ +‘lknk- Ilk + &I(nkeZlk), 
(ii) a,(n) > ank _ ,yk’ + l/k&l/k + O(& 2/k + l/k’). 
(1.10) 
To obtain the results asserted in the first paragraph about the sums of 
squares of the parts of a partition, we let p(t) = i(t’ - t), so CI = i, k = 2 and 
I = 2. The theorem states that a,(n) = $ n* - 21’2n3’2 + 0(n5’4); that is, for 
every j< a,(n), there are {xi, . . . . x,} so that n=Cxi andj=Cp(x,)= 
C f(xf -xi), and so n +2j=C xf. Winkler reported that a,(lO)= 18; a 
computer check shows that a,( 100) = 3383. 
As another illustration, take p(t) = (t ), so a = j&j; every positive integer 
less than n5/120- (51j5/24) n4.‘+ 0(n4.76) can be written as x (;‘) with 
C xi = n. It is somewhat surprising that the bounds for (i) and (‘< 3, would 
agree in the first two terms of their asymptotic expansions. Since p(n) = 
conk + O(nk-i), a,(n) -p(n). These estimates are useless for small n, as the 
sum of the first two terms is negative for n < kk + ‘. 
Erdos and Purdy proved as a lemma in 1976 that for p(t) = (i), aJ t) B 
p(t)--n . Y *I3 B methods similar to ours, Hensley proved this theorem in 
the early 1980s with the error term replaced by o(nk-‘lk). (In 1972, Erdiis 
proved a related result. Let p(t) = (i) - 1; note that p is not in p. Then for 
c sufficiently large, every integer between 2 and n - cn3j2 (except 3) can be 
written in the form C p(xi) with C xi<n and xi3 3. This suggests a 
possible direction for generalization.) 
In Section 2, we prove (1.10)(i) by constructing a “small” sequence of 
integers m(n)$ s,(n) with the correct growth. In Section 3, we prove 
(I.lO)(ii) by considering the inverse question: given m, when does S,(n) 
contain m? The greedy algorithm plays a prominent role. 
2. AN UPPER BOUND FOR a,(n) 
Our strategy for finding an upper bound for a,(n) is simple. Let 
I,= (p(n-r),p(n-r)+ 1, . . ..p(n-r)+p(r)}. (2.1) 
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By (1.6) and (1.8) we have 
(2.2) 
By (1.2)(iv), p(n - r) > p(n - (r + 1)); if r <n/2, then p(n - r) + p(r) 2 
p(n-r + l)+p(r+ 1) by (1.2)(v). Thus, as r increases from 1 to n/2, the 
left- and right-hand endpoints Z, do not increase, so the intervals Z, move 
(if at all) from right to left. We shall find an integer s0 for which m(n) := 
An - ~0) + z-+0) + l< An - (so - I)), so that m(n) belongs to no Z, for r < 
n/2. We also show that m(n) is so large that m(n) = C p(x,) implies that 
max xi > n/2, and this will give the contradiction. We first need a couple of 
technical lemmas, and an estimate for s,,. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose 2p(n/2) <m E S,(n) and x, = max xi. Then x1 2 n/2. 
ProoJ: We have, by hypothesis and (1.2)(iv), 
p(n~2)~m~~po6max P(X,) P(X,) _ 




Note that 2p(n/2) = 21ekank+ 0(&l) = 21pkp(n) +0(&l). 
LEMMA 2.5. Ifp(t)=at*+/?t+y~8, then 2a-/?a$. 
Proof. If 1=3, then p(t)=(t-l)(t-2)/2 by (1.2)(ii), and 2a-/3=$. 
Otherwise, I = 2 and p(t) = (t - 1 )(At + a) with A> 0, and since A*p(r) = 
2AEN(, A>;. Since l=p(2)=2A+a, 2a-fl=2)1-(o-A)=3A-a= 
51-l>;. 1 
LEMMA 2.6. Fix p~9’ and let y= n’lk and u = k’lk. Then for n suf- 
ficiently large, s= uyk-’ -u2yk-* and s,,= LsJ, we have p’(n-s,) > 
P(G) + 1. 
Proof: We first show that p’(n -s) - p(s) -+ co as n + co. If k = 2 and 
p(t) = at* + /It + y, then s = 2’/*y - 2 and 
p’(n--)-p(s)= {2a(y* -2”*y+ 2)+fi} 
-a(2l’*y - 2)* - /?(2”*y - 2) - y 
= (2a - b) 2”‘~ + (38 - y) + 03, 
since 2a - /I > 0 by Lemma 2.5. 
(2.7) 
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NOW suppose k > 3. We have n -s = yk - uyk- ’ + u2ykp2 and 
p’(n-s)=ka(n-s)k-1+O((n-s)k~2) 
= kay k(k--l)(l_Uy-1+U2y-2)k-1+~(yk(k-2)) 
=kCcyk(k-‘)(l-(k-1)uy~1+qy-2))+qyk*~2k) 
= koryk2 -k -(k-1)kCrUyk2--k-1+LO(yk2~k~~2). (2.8) 
Since kZ3, k2-2k+ 1 <k2-k-2, and 
p(s)=a~~+~(s~-~)=~(~y~~~~ --~~y~-~)~+~(y(~-~)‘) 
=CrUkyk(k--l)(l_UY~l)k+~(ykZ-2k+~) 
= kay k(k-‘)(1-kUy-‘)+~~(yk2~k-2) 
=kcryk2~k-k2CrUykz-k~1+~(VkZ-k~2)~ (2.9) 
Comparing (2.8) and (2.9), we see that 
p’(n-s)-p(s)=kctuyk2-k-1+~(yk2-k--2). (2.10) 
Since u > 0, P’(X) and p”(x) are both positive for x 2 x0. Further, both s 
and n -s + 00 as n + co. Thus, s 2 s0 implies that 
P’b -&J) - p(s,) > p’(n -s) - p(s) + co (2.11) 
as n -+ ~0, and so ~‘(n - sO) - p(s,,) 2 1 for n suficiently large. i 
Proof of (1.10)(i). Let 
m(n) = p(s,) + p(n -s(J) + 1. (2.12) 
AS above, let U= kllk and y=nllk, so s,=uyk-’ -~~y~-~+@(l); since 
p(x)=axk+ O(xk-l), we have by (2.12) 
m(n) = lqyk’k-‘) )+a(yk-uyk-‘+O(ykp2))k+O(yk(k-1))+ i 
=~ykZ-~kUyk2-l+O(yk2-2) 
= & _ &‘+ l/Q’- Ilk + q,,k-2/k). (2.13) 
Suppose m(n) = C P(x,) E S,(n). For n sufficiently large, m(n) 2 2l- kp(n) 
by (2.13), and so by Lemma 2.3, we may take x, 2 n/2. Thus, 
n/2 
m(n)e u 1,. (2.14) 
r= 1 
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By Lemma 2.6 and the assumption that p”(x) > 0 for x 2 n - sO, we have 
~(n-(s,-l))-{~(n-s,)+~(s,)}>~'(n-s,)-p(s,)>l, (2.15) 
so that m(n) lies to the left of Z, when r < s,, - 1, and to the right of Z, when 
r 2 sO, contradicting (2.14). Thus, m(n) # S,(n) and a,.,(n) < m(n), verifying 
(1.10)(i). 1 
3. THE LOWER BOUND FOR a,(n) 
We shall bound u,(n) from below by using the greedy algorithm; it is 
helpful to consider the inverse problem. For m E N, let 
f(m) = min 
1 
1 xi: 1 p(x,) = m 
I 
. (3.1) 
By taking xi = ... =x, = I, we see that f(m) is well defined and 
f(m) < Im. (3.2) 
If C p(x,) = m and C xi = f(m), x = (xi, . . . . x,) is called an optimal 
representation for m. By concatenating optimal representations for ml and 
m2 we see that 
f(ml+m2)Gf(m,)+f(m2). (3.3) 
Since f is not monotonic, we take its running maximum. For real x > 0, let 
F(x) = max{ f(j): j< x}; (3.4) 
of course, F is non-decreasing. (The use of real arguments obviates the need 
for the greatest integer function in some later inequalities.) By (1.7) and 
(3.1), mES,(n) ifand only ifn>f(m), and so (0, 1,2 ,..., m}~S,(n)ifand 
only if n > F(m). In particular, 
a,(F(m))~m. (3.5) 
(To be precise, if F(m) = F(m +j) < F(m +j+ l), then a,(F(m)) = m +j.) If 
Ta F(m), then by the monotonicity of up, 
a,(T)>m. (3.6) 
We shall estimate F(m) by the greedy algorithm. Given m 2 1, define 
integers v(m) and r(m): 
p(v(m)) G m < p(v(m) + 1 h r(m) = m - p(v(m)). (3.7) 
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We define the greedy representation of m, x(m) = {x,(m), . . . . x,(m)} recur- 
sively by setting x,(m) = v(m) and appending the greedy representation for 
r(m) to its right: 
x(O) = 4, x(m) = (v(m), x(r(m))). (3.8) 
If we replace x(r(j)) by an optimal representation of r(m), we see that 
f(m) G v(m) +f(r(m)). (3.9) 
Let 
R(m) = p(v(m) + 1) - p(v(m)) - 1. (3.10) 
For m <x, v(m) < v(x) and, since Ap is increasing, r(m) < R(x). Thus, 
S(m) G v(x) + E;(W)), (3.11) 
and by taking the maximum over m <x, we obtain the inequality 
F(x) <v(x) + F(R(x)). (3.12) 
We shall combine (3.7), (3.12) and estimates for v(m) and R(m) to get the 
lower bound for a,(n). 
LEMMA 3.13. (i) v(m)=a-l’kml’k+O(l), 
(ii) R(m) =kallkmCkelVk+ @(m(k-2)lk). 
Proof (i) Let v = v(m). Since p(x) = ax’+ O(xkel), 
avk+O(vk-l)~m~a(v+l)k+O((v+l)k-l) (3.14) 
by (3.7), so, as in the proof of Lemma 2.6, 
m=avk+O(vk-l)=avk+Cn(m(k-l)‘k), 
avk = m + O(m(k-l)‘k) =m( 1 + O(m-Ilk)), (3.15) 
v=a-‘lkmllk(l +O(m-‘lk)). 
(ii) We havep(x+ l)-p(x)=ka~~-‘+O(x~~~), so by (i), 
R(m) = p(v(m) + 1) - p(v(m)) - 1 
= kavk-’ + C”(vkm2) 
=ka’/kmW)/k(l +qm-‘lk))k-1 +,qm’k-W) 
=kallkm(k-l)lk(l + ($l(m-1/k)). m (3.16) 
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LEMMA 3.17. (i) Suppose p > 0 and 1 > r > s > 0 and f is a real-valued 
function for which f(x) = flxr + 0(x’) as x + co. Then for a > 0, 
f(x)“=p”x”‘+o(x”‘+‘“-‘)). (3.18) 
(ii) Define the iterates off by fi(x) = f(x) and&(x) = f(& 1(x)) for 
ja 2. Then for each n, 
fn(x) = /p -r”Ml -‘JxP + qxs’-‘)* (3.19) 
Proof. (i) This follows from f(x) = bx’( 1 + 0(x”-‘)). 
(ii) The proof is inductive; (3.19) is clear for n = 1. Suppose it holds 
for n. Then by (i), 
= P l+{~(l-~)l(l-~)}Xf+‘+~(XP+‘-(f-sf~’))+~(Xsf). (3.20) 
Since srn-(rn+1-rn+srfl-‘)=r”-1(rs-r2+r-s)=rn-1(r-s)(1-r)> 
0, and l+r(l-r”)/(l-r)=(l-rn+l )/( 1 - r), (3.19) holds for n + 1. 1 
LEMMA 3.21. 
F(m) < a -Wmllk + a-(k- Wk2kllkm(k- l)lk2 
+ ,qm’k- 1)*/k’ 1. (3.22) 
Proof. We have from (3.12) and Lemma 3.13(i), 
F(m) < a-l’kml’k + O(1) + F(R(m)). (3.23) 
By plugging this estimate for F(R(m)) back into itself c times, where c = ck 
is specified below, we obtain 
F(m) < ~!-“~(rn~‘~ + R(m)‘lk f . . . + R,(m)“k) 
+@(l)+F(Rc+l(m)). (3.24) 
By Lemmas 3.13(ii) and 3.17(ii), 
&(m) = flu -h/(1 -em9 + qmr’-‘“), (3.25) 
where /I = ka Ilk, r = (k - 1 )/k, and s = (k-2)/k. By Lemma (3.17)(i), 
(R,(m))llk = ~‘1 -r)‘/W--r)mr’/k + U(m r//k-(d--‘--IS) 1. (3.26) 
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Since 
r’-‘(r/k-r+s)= r[-‘((l/k- l/k*)- l/k)<O, (3.27) 
the error term in (3.26) can be replaced by O(l), and (3.24) becomes 
F(m)<crpllk 
( 
mllk+ i ,j(ld)/k(lLr)mr’/k 
/= 1 > 
+~(l)+F(4+l(m)) 
=a 
- l/km l/k + G1 - (k - 1 )lk2kllkm((k ~ 1 l/k’ 
+ i tl~l/k~(l~r’)/k(l~r)mr’fk 
/=2 
+~(l)+f’(4+l(m)). (3.28) 
We are done if we can show that the terms in the last two lines of (3.28) 
are O(mY) for y = (k - 1)*/k’. For I> 2, r’/k < r2/k = y. By (3.2) and (3.25), 
F(R,+ l(m)) = WC+ l(m)) = Wm”+‘). (3.29) 
We therefore select c = ck large enough that r’+ ’ < (k - 1 )*/k3; namely, 
loiidk*/(k - 1)) 
‘> log(k/(k- 1)) ’ 
(3.30) 
Lemma 3.21 implies the existence of U > 0 so that, for all m, 
F(m) < a-llkmllk + a -(k- l)lk2kllkm(k ~ l)/k2 + Um(k- l?/k’+ (3.31) 
Fix a value of U for which (3.31) is valid, and let Q(m) denote the function 
on the right-hand side of this inequality. Observe that Qi is monotone. 
LEMMA 3.32. If y = Q(x), then 
x~~--‘(y)~ayk~ak1+l/kyk-~lk+~(yk--Zik+~lk2)~ (3.33) 
Proof We use the same sort of estimates as before: 
ayk = a(a - llkXllk + a - ( k - 1 )Jk2kl’kX’k - I )/k2 + UX’k ~ 1 )2/k3))k 
=x(1 +a l/k2kl/kX-l/k2+ qx-‘2k- l)/k3))k 





k-l/k = &’ + l/k 
Ia- 
llkXllk + qX’k- W’))k- l/k 
=c1 
I/k=kl + ljkXl - l/k= 
+ 0(x’ -2/k=)). 
Thus, 
x-ayk+ak 1 + Wyk - Ilk = qx 1-2/k2+I/k’)~~(yk-2~k~l/k2), 
verifying (3.33). 1 
(3.35) 
(3.36) 
Proof of (l.lO)(ii). We have @(m) 2 F(m), so by (3.6), a,(~?(m))am. 
Since @ + co and 0 < @’ + 0, for all n suffkiently large, there exists m, with 
n>@(m,)>n-1. Then 
a,(n) >a,(L@,(m,)J) > @-‘(L@(m,)J) > @-‘(n - 1). (3.37) 
Since (n - l)k = nk + O(nk-I), Lemma 3.32 and (3.37) prove (l.lO)(ii). 1 
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